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ABSTRACT:   

 
In present scenario, internet is very important part of our life. On web user searches a query 

according to his requirement. There are large numbers of web resources are present on 

internet as well as its nature is dynamic, so providing better result, relevant to topic is a 

challenging issue. To solve this problem we propose a two-stage framework of crawler. First 

phase, Smart crawler performs “Reverse searching” that match user query with URL. In the 

second phase “Incremental-site prioritizing” performed and matches the query content with 

in form. Then according to match frequency crawler classifies relevant and irrelevant pages 

and rank this page. Result page displays high rank web pages. Our proposed crawler 

relevantly retrieves web interfaces from large sites. We develop searching through 

personalized searching which is based on profession profile of user for searching data in your 

work field efficiently. We are maintaining log file by considering a time. We are using 

Levenshtein distance algorithm to calculate word frequency in incremental-site prioritizing. 

User will get pre-query result based on past search results while entering cursor in search 

box. Our objective is to design a Focused Crawler to efficiently search the site database and 

provide better result to the user.  

 

Keywords: Web Crawler, Reverse searching, Incremental site prioritizing. 

 

[1] INTRODUCTION  

 Data mining is used for finding useful information from large amount of data [11].  
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Crawling is the activity of capturing all the reachable pages of a web application together with 

the information on how to reach those [10]. Web crawler also known as robot or spider is a 

massive download system for web pages. There are basically two types of crawlers, Generic 

Crawler and Focused Crawler [5] [8]. Generic crawlers are utilized for web crawlers whose 

objective is to take care of basic client’s demand, while focused crawlers are solution to 

coverage problem that is they select those URLs that are similar to specific topics and filter the 

irrelevant data [5]. Web crawlers are used for a variety of purposes. Main components of web 

search engines, systems that assemble large web pages, point to them and allow users to publish 

queries in the index and find web pages that match queries [9]. In web there is growing interest 

in techniques that help you to locate the interfaces efficiently. However, due to the large 

volume of web resources and due to its dynamic nature, reaching a broad coverage and 

providing efficient result is a challenge [4] [7] [8]. We propose a two-stage framework for 

efficient searching of web interfaces. In the first stage, Crawler performs Link based searching 

for center pages with the help of search engines, avoiding visiting a large number of pages. In 

second phase we are going to match form content and then we classify the links as relevant and 

irrelevant links. Here we developed personalized search for efficient results and we are 

maintaining log for efficient time management.  

 

[2] REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 Web crawling is most important method to collect the data and keeping up to data on 

internet.  It helps to discover web page as well as to download the documents.  In web page 

resources on internet reaching a broad coverage and high efficiency is a challenge. To 

overcome this problem following papers were referred: 

 In paper [1], author demonstrated that combining Source Rank with Google Product 

search ranking to improve the quality of the results but they do not match  that much high-

quality  standards from the most relevant one. For assessing source quality, author computed 

the agreement between the sources as the agreement of the answers returned. Author also 

measure and compensate for the possible collusion between the sources. Further extending 

Source Rank to multi-domain search; author proposed a source ranking sensitive to the query 

domains. Multiple domain specific rankings of a source are computed, and these ranks are 

combined for the final ranking. Author performed extensive evaluations on online and hundreds 

of Google Base sources spanning across domains. 

 In paper [2], author proposed a method to generate online profile for searching to 

provide security to user’s identity and its confidential information. This paper presented a 

client- side privacy protection framework called UPS for personalized web search. 
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 In paper [3], author proposed the algorithms for searching in hidden database. These 

algorithms extract all the tuples from a hidden database. Generalized crawler cannot effectively 

index hidden databases, and are thus unable to direct queries to the relevant data in those 

repositories. With the rapid growth in the amount of such hidden data, this problem has 

severely limited the scope of information accessible to ordinary Internet users. In this paper, 

author attacked an issue that how to crawl a hidden database in its entirety with the smallest 

cost.  

 In paper [4], author proposed a process which is done by crawler by indexing deep web 

sites for efficient access. In this paper proposed on Deep Web public access content that hidden 

data indexing enhance by general search engine crawler.  

 In paper [5], author proposed client server architecture based smart distributed crawler 

for crawling web. In this architecture load between the crawlers is managed by server and each 

time a crawler is loaded, load is distributed to others by dynamically distributing the URLs. 

Focused crawlers makes efficient usage of network bandwidth and storage capacity, when 

distributed can enhance the performance. 

 In paper [6], author described the concept and process for web crawling. Author 

demonstrated the goal-directed crawling which is a useful for topical resource discovery. This 

system selects work very carefully from the crawl frontier. A consequence of the resulting 

efficiency is that it is feasible to crawl to a greater depth than would otherwise be possible. 

While crawling topics described in this paper, author found a lot of anecdotal evidence that 

bicycle pages not only refer a lot to other bicycle pages, but also refer significantly more than 

one might expect to red-cross and first-aid pages. 

 In paper [7], author described Pre/Post query processing approach and site-based 

searching approach which can be combine together in order to pre-process the user query. By 

integration of different processing approaches and link ranking approaches a lot of valuable 

user time is saved. Post query system may also filter out all irrelevant information which is not 

necessary according to the query which is been fired, and gives the expected results.  

 In paper [8], author proposed a two stage crawler to harvest deep web interfaces. The 

smart crawler in this proposed system performs site- based searching and in- site searching.. It 

avoids visiting a large number of pages. To achieve more accurate results by focused crawler, 

Smart crawler ranks websites to prioritize highly relevant ones for a given topic. Smart crawler 

achieves fast in-site searching by excavating most relevant links with an adaptive link-ranking. 

Author design a link tree data structure to achieve wider coverage for a website as well as to 

eliminate bias on visiting some highly relevant links in hidden web directories, 
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   We have referred this paper [8] as our base paper. In this author proposed a crawler 

system which works on hidden database. Existing crawler calculates the weight of the web page 

based on out site of link, due to which it only focuses on the popularity of the web page. It uses 

Incremental site prioritizing that calculates out of site link of pages. Form Focused crawler 

doesn’t allow users to perform personalized web search. There is a rapid growth in number of 

web resources; so it becomes difficult to efficiently search the result in less time. It becomes 

challenge to achieve better result for respective query. Our proposed system works with site 

database. Ranking is calculated on the basis of the importance of pages using incremental site 

prioritizing that directly check query word on page content. It focuses on specific topic and 

performs domain classification for links which helps user to walkthrough all the relevant links. 

It also allow user to personalized search and they will get the result of query in their area of 

profession. 

[3] SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

 The basic idea of this system is to crawl a web page efficiently to obtain relevant 

results for searched query keyword. In first stage, Smart Crawler performs “Reverse 

searching” that matches user query with URL. In the second stage “Incremental-site 

prioritizing” is performed to match the query content within form. Then according to match 

frequency, we classify relevant and irrelevant pages and rank this page. 

  Specifically, the site locating stage starts with a seed set of sites in a online database. 

Collected links are given to system to start crawling. Query processing unit get user’s query as 

input on which it will decide the query is of which type, that is personalized query or normal 

query. In both cases link collection is performed to reduce the number of web sources 

 Link collection unit will collect link from online database and then it will perform 

reverse searching it match user query content in URL, then system going to classify the relevant 

and irrelevant links, then Incremental-site prioritizing unit uncovers the collected site forms and 

matched the content of query on form, depends on matching, system is going to classify 

relevant and irrelevant links. Page ranking is performed and on the basis of it system will 

display high ranked results on result page. Domain classification   is performed to show the 

users from which domain how many links are got. Here personalize the searching according to 

user profile so it is easy to get accurate result to user.  

 If query is normal query, then reverse searching algorithm is performed to find out 

relevant and irrelevant links. Then this relevant and irrelevant links passed to incremental site 

prioritizing unit to rank the links according to its relevance. This results of ranking is passed to 

domain classification unit to present it in more understanding and useful manner. We get results 

in form of relevant links. 
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 If query is personalized query, then reverse increment searching algorithm is 

performed. This personalized search is performed by considering user’s profession profile to 

obtain the relevant links. These results are passed to domain classification unit and we get 

results in form of relevant links. 

 

 Figure 1: System Architecture 

 

[4] ALGORITHM 

 In this proposed system crawler uses two algorithm- Reverse searching and 

Incremental-site prioritizing. In first stage, Crawler performs “Reverse searching” that matches 

user query with URL. In the second stage “Incremental-site prioritizing” is performed to match 

the query content within form. Then according to match frequency, we classify relevant and 

irrelevant pages and rank this page. These algorithms are given as follow: 

 

 Algorithm 1: Reverse Searching 

 Input: Seed sites to harvest web pages 

       Output: Relevant sites 

 Step 1: while #candidate sites do 

 Step 2:// pick a deep website 

 Step 3:site = seedSiteCollection(siteDatabase, seedSites ) 

 Step 4:links = extractLinks (link) 
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 Step 5: page= compareUrl(link) 

 Step 6: relevant = classify (page) 

 Step 7: if relevant then 

 Step 8: list.add(page) 

 Step 9: return list 

 Step 10: End 

 

 Algorithm 2: Incremental- site prioritizing 

Input: List of links which we get after performing reverse searchinng 

Output: High priority Link  

Step 1: HQueue=list.CreateQueue (relevantLinks) 

Step 2: LQueue= list.CreateQueue(irrelevant Links) 

Step 3: while list is not empty do 

Step 4: if HQueue is empty then 

Step 5: HQueue.addAll (LQueue) 

Step 6: LQueue.clear () 

Step 7: end 

Step 8: If relevant then 

Step 9: contentExtraction (site) 

Step 10: Output pageContent 

Step 11: siteRanker.rank (pages) 

Step 12: if pages is not empty then 

Step 13: HQueue.add (pages) 

Step 14: end 

Step15: else 

Step16: LQueue.add (pages) 

Step17: Add pages in Lowqueue 

Step18: End 

 

[5] EXPECTED RESULT 

        We are done with the implementation of first module- that is, Reverse searching. 

Currently, we are working on our next module Incremental site prioritizing. We are using 

Levenshtein distance algorithm for implementation of Incremental site prioritizing module. For 

the evaluation of our crawling framework, we will compare our crawling approach with 

existing Smart Crawler mentioned in [8]. Both the crawler’s framework will be tested on the 
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same dataset of site database, so it will become easy to evaluate performance of our approach. 

As compare to previous approach, we can get link result in less time by this approach as we are 

not checking for out site links in webpage. The results of domain classification will be shown in 

pie chart format, so it will easy to walkthrough all results and it will also help to know the 

contribution of major sources.  

 

[6] CONCLUSION 

           In this paper we propose crawler to search relevant pages. However, due to the large 

volume of web resources and due to its dynamic nature, reaching a broad coverage and 

providing efficient and accurate result is a challenge. This crawler helps to overcome this issue. 

This crawler works in two phases: Reverse searching and Incremental site prioritizing. The 

ranking helps to get relevant results. Ranking is calculated on the basis of the importance of 

pages using incremental site prioritizing that directly check query word on page content. 

Domain classification helps to know the contribution of top sources for a particular searched 

query as well as they help the user to surf through all the results efficiently. Log file is 

maintained to reduce time of query result for previously searched query. User will get pre-query 

result while entering cursor at search box. 
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